Introduction
Density functional approximations (DFAs) have been a priceless source of bonding descriptors. The reduced density Published as part of the special collection of articles "First European Symposium on Chemical Bonding". chemical bonds mediated by weaker NCIs. This suggests that for a descriptor to track chemical reactions should be able to reveal from weak NCIs to strong ionic and covalent bonds. Recently, two bonding descriptors based on the localwave vector were put forward aiming to simultaneously describe different kinds of bonds: the localized-electrons detector [11, 12] , the density overlap regions indicator [13] . Despite being the NCI method, and therefore RDG, one of the most used tools for visualizing NCIs and the evidences of its applicability to stronger interactions, a thorough study of the ability of RDG for revealing strong bonding situations is still missing.
In this work, we address the problem of visualization of strong interactions by means of RDG. In Sect. 1, we review the topological properties of RDG and we give a chemical meaning to its critical points. Due to the absence of data, we devote Sect. 3 to the construction of a benchmark for RDG in strong interactions. A wide range will be covered: covalent, ionic and charge-shift bonding characteristics within shall be shown. Due to their importance in organocatalysis, bonding in organometallic systems is also studied.
Theory

The reduced density gradient
The reduced density gradient s( ) is a fundamental dimensionless quantity in DFT used to describe the deviation from a homogeneous electron distribution. It is a function of the electron density, ( ), and its gradient
1∕3 and the 4/3 exponent of the density ensures that s( ) is a dimensionless quantity. Its properties as a bonding descriptor have been thoroughly highlighted within the NCI method [10] . Recently, Boto et al. [14] proposed an interpretation of RDG as an indicator of regions where electrons exhibit bosonic behavior. They connected RDG with the quantity w ( )∕ TF ( ) [15] , where
is the Thomas-Fermi kinetic energy density, C F is the Fermi constant, and w ( ) = 1 8 |∇ ( )| 2 ∕ ( ) is the von Weizsäcker kinetic energy density. The latter is the kinetic energy density of a bosonic system. In one-electron systems, it is identical to the positive-definite kinetic energy density ( ) = ∑ i ∇ * i ( )∇ i ( ), where i stand for occupied spin orbitals . In many-electron systems, w ( ) and ( ) approach each other in regions where the electron density is well described by a single orbital [16] . These are regions with a high probability of finding electron pairs or single electrons. Hence, minima of w ( ) and RDG are found in
regions of marked bosonic character [11] , i.e., core, lonepairs and bonds. RDG is bounded by zero from below, but has no upper boundary. It takes small values in regions where the electron density behaves similar to that of the homogeneous electron gas. It achieves its minimal value, zero, at critical points (CPs) of the electron density. Far away from nuclear positions, it is driven to high values (s( ) → ∞). The ability of RDG to identify relevant chemical features is reflected by its topology, that is to say, the localization and nature of its critical points. The gradient of RDG is given by the expression where H( ( )) is the electron density Hessian matrix, I is the identity matrix of order 3, = (u x , u y , uz) contains three unit vector along directions x, y and z, respectively, and ∇ ( ) stands for a vector with elements Two functionals of the Laplacian and the gradient of the electron density have been proposed as bonding descriptors: the one-electron potential (OEP) [19] and the position uncertainty curvature (PUC) [20] . Clasically allowed and forbidden regions are shown as negative and positive OEP values, respectively. PUC has been defined as the Laplacian of − log( ( )). This descriptor displays positive values in
regions where there is a local decrease in the uncertainty electron position operator. Both functionals display relevant "chemical" features at their roots, such as shell structure in atoms, lone-pairs and bonding regions. Hence, it is expected that functionals of local electron density Laplacian (∇ 2 ( )∕ ( )) and local von Weizsäcker kinetic energy density ( w ( )∕ ( )) exhibit similar behavior. Left-hand side of Eq. 4 is one of these functionals, and its roots are one type of non-AIM-CP. On the whole, critical points of RDG reveal both the gross features of the electron density distribution through AIM-CPs and the subtleties characterized by changes in the curvature of ( ) as depicted by non-AIM-CPs.
Computational details
In order to asses the quality of RDG to describe strong bonds, we have selected a series of representative systems in their ground states:
and KCl, electron densities were calculated with the GAUSSIAN09 package [21] . For the rest of the system, the GAMESS code [22] was used. For all the systems except O 2 and KCl, the electron density was obtained at restricted DFT level with the exchange correlation functional B3LYP and the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. For O 2 , the same basis set and DFT functional were used within the unrestricted DFT formalism. Because augcc-pVTZ is not implemented for K in GAMESS, the KCl electron density was obtained with the TZV basis set and the restricted exchange correlation B3LYP functional. The reduced density gradient was computed with our CHECKIN code, developed explicitly for this work and available upon request. RDG visualization was performed with ParaView version 4.3.1 [23] and VMD version 1.9.2 [24] .
Results
Due to the scarce literature on RDG for strong interactions and its potential use in reactivity studies, it becomes necessary to have a reference benchmark on how this function performs on different types of strong interactions. Systems such as "protocovalent" (also known as charge shift) and organometallic have been included for their relevance in stretched situations and catalysis studies. Figure 1a shows the result for N 2 as a representative of purely covalent homonuclear molecule. As was previously observed [14] , RDG is able to recover the whole electronic pairing distribution: core, lone-pairs and interatomic bonding regions appear as minima of RDG. The bonding region in N 2 corresponds to only one minimum which expands over a large region of space (both along the bonding and in the region perpendicular to it), indicating that there is a big density reconstruction upon formation of the molecule. Comparing with the C 0.6 picture of N 2 (Fig. 4 Ref. [6] ), there is no sign of the valence shell concentration displayed as shoulders around the BCP maximum. Turning to polar bonds, the symmetry of the bonding region is broken. For CO (Fig. 1b) , two minima appear. Comparing with N 2 (Fig. 1a) , we can see that the deepest minimum (AIM-CP) appears very close to the C atom, whereas a second minimum (non-AIM-CP) appears closer to the oxygen and corresponds to the valence shell concentration of the oxygen atom. This is the picture provided by the RDG for a very polar bond: the function is not concentrated on the center of the bond, but rather a separation appears. In the CO case, it is easy to see that the carbon core region is larger than that of the oxygen atom (as one would expect from the behavior along the periodic table). This also leads to a greater compressibility, yielding a compression of the carbon core along the internuclear direction. This observation is interesting from the crystallographic point of view, since it relates to recent findings on core polarization [25] . It is interesting to note that the CO case is known to provide too high charges within the QTAIM approach, which has been attributed to the displacement of the BCP toward the carbon atom, yielding a very big oxygen basin. Within the RDG approach, the extra minimum shows that a certain contribution from the oxygen to the bonding region is also important to understand the bonding in CO.
Covalent bonds
Our last example is the hydrogen molecule (Fig. 1c) . Since there are only two electrons, ELF [26] is 1 in the whole space. The analysis of RDG provides a more bonding picture. However, it is worth noting that a bonding region nearly expands from one hydrogen nucleus to the other. Since there is no Pauli repulsion from other same spin electrons, core and bonding regions are barely separated by RDG maxima in the hydrogen molecule, leading to a very diffuse electronic cloud. As previously reported [27] , the minima at the hydrogen positions are mathematical artifacts due to the poor performance of Gaussian functions at the atomic nuclei.
We have seen how polar bonds can be easily visualized. Let's now cast how different bond orders appear within the RDG approach. Figure 2 shows the series ethane, ethene and ethylene as the prototypical examples for bond order changes. Moving from ethane (Fig. 2a) to ethylene (Fig. 2c) , the isosurface becomes closer to a cylinder as the triple bond is formed. The bond occupies bigger regions of space, as expected for the greater number of electrons it holds. It should be noted that just like the ELF analogue, the RDG picture respects the axial symmetry of the ethene molecule. However, in this case a more chemically intuitive picture is obtained (a cylinder) instead of a torus with a hole at the axis (Fig. 2d) . It is worth noting that RDG plots along the C-C internuclear axis only reveal signature of the carbon valence shell concentration for ethane (see Fig. S2 in Supporting Information (SI)). By contrast, ethene and ethylene exhibit profiles very similar to N 2 , with only one minimum at BCP. The aim of this article is to extend the framework of the visual NCI analysis to reactivity and strong bonds in general. Previous contributions [3, 6] have shown that these regions are accompanied by "chemical" charges. This will be the aim of a future contribution.
Ionic interactions
Ionic bonding has been previously addressed within the RDG approach in Ref. [28] . We will add it here for completeness and to compare the results focusing on the bonding. The bonding pattern for NaF (Fig. 3c) represents the typical ionic case: two disconnected ions with a thin interaction region. In ionic interactions, the density accumulation is very small, so just a thin surface appears around the BCP. (This can be easily observed in the RDG isosurfaces contained in Fig. S1 d-h .) It is interesting to note that the height of the atomic RDG curves is related to the hardness of the atoms [28] . This is also observed in the bonding region: the RDG curve is lower in the Cl compounds (see NaCl and KCl (Fig. 3d, e) , resulting surfaces that meet each other at relatively low s values (ionic bond and atom). From the topological point of view, this means that the corresponding bifurcation in the bifurcation tree has a low persistence. The slope of the bonding curves seems to reflect the nature of the ions. Whereas the slopes close to the bonding basin are very steep for the cations (hard), they are smoother in the anions (soft). This leads to palatable differences in the isosurfaces, with the convex part of the surface pointing at the anion. Besides the minima at BCP, valence shell concentrations of the cation and anion are displayed close to the atomic positions.
Since H-basin is always tricky within these approaches, we have also included ionic compounds with hydrogen. To include hydrogen cation and hydride anion, Fig. 3a, b show the bonding pattern of HF and LiH, respectively. In both cases, the diffuse nature of hydrogen leads to very flat profiles and easily merged basins. The hydrogen cation and the bonding region for HF are completely merged with the fluorine anion valence. This image is difficult to interpret, so comparison with the covalent example (H 2 , Fig. 1c ) can help. Comparing Figs. 1c and 3a , we retrieve the flatness of H, but also the deformation of the cloud toward the anion. For LiH the bonding region and the hydride anion are embedded in a large flat region. Following the previous reasoning, the convex surface toward the H atom allows to identify it as the anion of the system.
Organometallic interactions
Due to their relevance in organocatalysis, CH 3 Li and (CH 3 ) 2 Mg are also shown (Fig. 4a, b) . It can be seen that these systems are a good test for previous observations. The density range at which the organometallic bonds appear corresponds to intermediate strength between covalent and weak interactions ( ≃ 0.05 a.u.). This is important because this means that the normal cutoff values in NCIPLOT need to be changed in order to visualize these interactions (see Fig.  S3 for RDG vs plots). As far as the isosurfaces are concerned, the higher densities do not yield volumes similar to covalent cases, but rather smaller shapes similar to ionic cases. The same shape as in ionic compounds is observed, with the concave face directed toward the cation. However, the organometallic interactions appear at higher densities than ionic ones, and upon closer look, it can be seen that the orbital interaction leads to a greater elongation of the surface along the bonding direction [12] . All in all, the 3D signature of these bonds is intermediate, which explains their role in catalysis (directional bond, but easy to break). 
Charge shift
Charge-shift bonds have been the subject of many studies in the recent literature [29] [30] [31] [32] . The charge-shift bond derives its stability from the resonance between covalent and ionic forms and is typically found in inverted tetrahedral carbons and even typical diatomic molecules such as O 2 and F 2 . We have plotted these two molecules in Fig. 5a, b) . They are characterized by a narrowing of the bonding region along the interatomic axis and an expansion along the perpendicular direction. In other words, we retrieve the minimum imposed by symmetry in the middle of the bond (coincident with the QTAIM BCP), but also extra minima closer to the involved atoms, corresponding to the valence shell concentration. Notice that this feature is missing in the nitrogen molecule (Fig. 1a) . This picture is reminiscent of the ELF features first identified by Llusar et al. [29] in F 2 as "protocovalent" bonds. "-Onium" systems are also representative of charge-shift bonding as recently noticed by Gershoni-Poranne and Chen [33] . We have plotted RDG for two representative . C-N and C-O bonds in these systems have been reported to exhibit high charge-shift character. As shown in Fig. 6 , RDG isosurface is able to differentiate between charge-shift bonds C-N and C-O, and covalent C-C bonds. The former are characterized by a narrow isosurface along the interatomic axis and a stretch along the perpendicular directions, similar to that observed for F 2 and O 2 . The latter are extended along the interatomic region. This difference arises from the emergence of the valence shell concentration close to the central carbon atom.
Connection with other electron density inhomogeneity measures
Recently Kohout and Wagner [34] put forward a inhomogeneity measure I p defined as the distance in the space L p ( i ) from the average charge density within a region i , where ̄i is the average density in the region i . After a series of approximation and sampling the electron density on regions of fixed amount of inhomogeneity, Fintzel and Kohout [6] derived the C p functionals (see the original reference for a complete derivation):
The parameter p was fixed to 0.6 in order to reproduce the topology of ELI-D in molecules. Thus C 0.6 is given by the formula:
Because the electron density gradient is in the denominator of C 0.6 , maxima of this functional emerge at CPs of . In addition they found that valence shell electron density concentration and lone-pairs are displayed as maxima of C 0.6 . This difference between maxima at electron density CPs and maxima corresponding with valence shell concentrations is similar to our separation between AIM and non-AIMCPs. In molecular systems, the number of maxima strongly depends on the separability between the valence and the bonding region. In nonpolar bonds, BCP maximum and valence maxima overlap leading to a wide maximum at BCP position. Polar bonds are characterized by two maxima: one at BCP and other corresponding to the valence of the most electronegative peer. Non-bonding situations such as rare gases dimers are displayed as three maxima: two valence maxima and one at BCP. Given the similarity between C 0.6 and RDG:
a match between C 0.6 maxima and RDG minima is expected. However, some differences might appear in non-AIM critical points, as we have seen for N 2 .
Conclusions
Tools to characterize covalent and non-covalent interactions on equal footing are very demanded in quantum chemistry due to their relevance for reactivity analyses. DFAs and chemical bonding theories have run parallel in this regard: bonding descriptors with such features are frequently incorporated in DFA functionals [35] . One of these descriptors is RDG. Despite the fact that it exhibits shell structure in atoms and reveals non-covalent interactions, a benchmark of its capabilities for visualizing strong interactions was missing. In this work, we focus on the fact that RDG is a suitable scalar field for analyzing NCIs as well as strong intramolecular interactions, i.e., covalent, charge-shift and ionic and organometallic bonding. All in all, NCI not only reveals non-covalent interactions as already pointed out in previous contributions [10, 28] . The type of bonding can be casted very easily from the mere analysis of the RDG at large densities. Moreover, it enables to identify the participation of each atom in the bonding (hard cations, soft anions, etc). Thus, the ability to reveal both covalent and non-covalent features makes of RDG an ideal tool to follow reactivity as has been seen in Refs. [36] [37] [38] [39] .
We now develop the gradient of s to shed some chemical insight into the critical points of s. CPs of s are given by the following equation:
where x i stands for {x, y, z}, for three unit vectors along directions x, y and z, and H ij for the electron density Hessian matrix elements 
